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Non-man entry cleaning.

During cleaning no staff need to be inside the tank. The only time to have main entry is to install the robotic cannon or wash heads.

In general tanks up to 20.000 m/3 (125.000 bbl) are normally cleaned with the robotic cannon and finally if needed with wash head or hand device. 

Bigger tanks, it will be not efficient to use only the robotic cannon as the max removable sludge capacity will be around 7 m/3 an hour and a sludge 

extractor can remove up to 15 m/3. 

Therefore, a combination of the different devices will be used.

Any device can be controlled from the outside and equipped optional camera system.

Note: Regardless of which system is used the need of staff inside the tank will be maximum two persons. 

Procedure and Non-Man entry 

Tank cleaning procedure has several steps which are executed sequentially. 

1. Setup of the MegaMacs system

We strongly encourage all customers to carefully prepare site where MegaMacs system will be placed. Our recommendation include installation of 

containment are to prevent oil spillage and soil contamination. 

The place where system will be installed should have firm soil capable of supporting whole system weight. 

Examples of site preparation and organizing.

Installation should be as close as possible to the tank. The installation place depends on local safety policy. The point where recovered oil delivered 

should be taken to consideration.

A team of 5 people will be used to install / operate the system.
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2. Reducing Sludge level

After system installed, preparation should be made for cleaning process.

If Sludge level inside tank is above manways, then measures to reduce sludge level should be made.

Option 1.  Use drain adaptor to pump sludge from the tank using tank drain line and booster pump.

Drain adaptor

Bottom line connect to Booster Pump 

and left line connect to Wash Line.

Booster pump to tank drain adaptor

Threaded nipple and can lock installed 

to Booster Pump.

Tank preparation to open manway

Whole Assembly overview
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Option 2. Use Sludge Pan and Booster Pump.

Sludge pan

Sludge Pan to install under manway.

Booster pump

.

VIDEO

Sludge level above the manway 

After sludge level reduced below manway, all manway can be 

opened allowing tank ventilation and access to the tank.
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3. Sludge Removal with Canon and Booster Pump

Booster pump will be installed in place where sludge flow is expected (lowest point of the tank floor), or if only small patch of the floor is cleared (to 

install canon).  Install point of the booster pump should be at the lowest point of the patch.

VIDEO

Booster pump in operation
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Manway Canon

VIDEO

Moving Sludge Manway Canon

The sludge should be moved using Manway Canon or Robotic Canon

Usually for small tank sludge removing is started using Manway Canon. For large tanks Manway Canon can be used to clean a patch inside tank for 

Robotic Canon Installation.
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Robotic canon Canon Control Station Standard

Sludge removal with Robotic Canon

Robotic Canon Demo
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VIDEO

Canon Control Demo

Sludge removal with Robotic Canon

Robotic Canon inside tank

After sludge removed from the tank
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Sludge Extractor

Sludge Extractor

The sludge extract is used for big tanks (min 20.000 m/3) and is carried into the tank through manhole (min diameter 500 mm) as several light 

and easy to assemble pieces. Sludge removal up to 15 m/3 hour. The unit can be equipped with camera system to use remote controlled from the 

outside.
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Sludge Pump - Lamour

Sludge Pump

Lamour should be used when heavy and viscous oil should be pumped.

Otherwise Booster Pump can be used. See installation of the Booster Pump above
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Wash head on tri pod

360 wash head on tripod 

with extension

Wash heads inside tank

Wash head installation 

inside tank after sludge 

removed with Robotic 

Canon

On the background 

Robotic Canon

4. Final cleaning with wash heads

Wash head on tri pod

180 wash head on tripod 

with extension
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Wash Head operation

Through roof

Wash heads during operation

Wash Head operation

Through roof

VIDEO

Wash Head during 

operation
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View Inside tank after sludge removed 

with Robotic Canon, and walls washed 

with 180 Wash Heads

5. Final result

View Inside tank side walls

View Inside tank floor

View Inside tank roof
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Gas analyzer to monitor tank 

atmosphere

6. Safety

A device which is used to measure the air quality inside the 

tank and is connected to the MegaMacs

Mounted on the plate with magnet holding device to secure 

sensor inside tank on the wall or roof.

Sensor is connected by cable to display unit installed on the 

MegaMacs electric panel. 

Display unit provides two relays for LEL and HEL levels. 

Allowing operation when flammable gas levels are below LEL 

or above HEL.
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Debris removed by screen separator

Debris removed by screen separator 

from the sludge stream. Solids removed by Centrifuge

Solid particulate removed from oil and 

water using centrifuge unit, to recover 

and recirculate water in the system.
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8. Other information

Sludge Extractor

The apparatus is used for extraction of sludge from tank interiors and is hydraulically powered by MegaMacs. The Extractor is designed to be easily 

disassembled into manageable pieces that can be passed through the manhole of a storage tank's exterior for re-assembling inside the tank. Two 

independently powered track drives are used to propel and manoeuvre the unit around the tank's interior.

A powerful hydraulically driven digging arm excavates the sludge and draws it into the machine intake where it is scurried with water or oil prior to being 

pumped from the tank by the onboard pump. When properly operated, the Extractor can excavate, slurry, and discharge from the tank's exterior 

approximately 15 m/3 of sludge an hour. A single operator is required inside the tank, minimizing liability.

Optional the device can be equipped with a camera system and hydraulic control remote system to operate from the outside of the tank.

Robotic Cannon

The Robotic Tank Cannon is a hydraulically operated machine powered by MegaMacs' hydraulic plant. This machine uses water or cutter stock as 

liquefier to dilute and suspend sludge in tanks (under pressure 20 Bar). The Robotic Tank Cannon is a remotely controlled, high volume jetting system 

used for cleaning large storage tanks. It works on a process known as hydraulic mining, in which a concentrated stream of liquid such as water is used to 

dislodge and move sediments. Once positioned inside the tank or fixed at an opening to be cleaned the cannon's powerful jet can be remotely directed 

by an operator stationed outside the tank.

The removal of sludge can be up to 7 m/3 an hour.

A duplicate of the cannon' drive system on the console mimics for the operator, using visual indication, the cannon's nozzle position and elevation 

allowing the operator to dislodge and slurry the sludge for pumping from the tank for further processing.

Optional the device can be equipped with a camera system for monitoring the cleaning form the outside of the tank.

Booster Pump

The submersible booster pump is a small, lightweight portable pump that is used for the transfer of solid laden liquids from storage tanks and sludge 

lagoons. It is primarily used in conjunction with a liquid jetting device to extract and return liquids and solids to the cleaning system for separation, 

reclamation, and reuse. Threaded suction ports allow for multiple pumps to be run in series to pump liquids over longer distances. The pump's hydraulic 

drive allows it to be fully submerged in the liquid being pumped without fear of damaging the drive motor.
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Wash heads

The 180 - 360 wash heads with tripod is used for de-sludging and cleaning of storage tanks. This directional tank cleaning machine utilizes three powerful 

synchronized jets that revolve around the horizontal axis of the machine and index both the bottom and walls of the tank. This indexing provides an 

extremely tight, half sphere ball and twine pattern that impinges evenly and with great force upon the surfaces being cleaned, providing maximum surface 

coverage even at a great distance. Incremental nozzle advancement per revolution allows a complete cleaning cycle with every sixty revolutions of the 

machine's T housing. The machine is driven by the cleaning solution (water) and requires little or no monitoring during the cleaning cycle. The heavy-duty 

tripod makes it a highly efficient cleaning machine with a simple to use mounting system allowing fast and easy setup. 

Safety

All MegaMacs equipment is hydraulically driven. There are no electrical components inside the tank. The MegaMacs system can be stationed 150 m from 

the reservoir on the job site. All moving parts are enclosed to prevent accidental contact.

MegaMacs must have a common ground with the tank grounding circuitry. System control automatically shuts down cleaning process should grounding 

fail.

The system control panel is connected to an analyser installed inside the tank for continuous monitoring of oxygen and hydrocarbon concentration inside 

the tank. Upon receiving a flag signal, the control system automatically shuts down washing operations.

Control system procedures for atmosphere control:

• Oxygen level monitoring inside the tank

• Explosive gas mixture level monitoring

• Alarm in the event of critical oxygen level

• Alarm for dangerous levels of explosive gas mixture

• Shutdown of cleaning process in the event of critical oxygen level

• Shutdown of cleaning process in the event of dangerous levels of explosive gas mixture dangerous level

The MegaMacs cleaning process does not create static electricity. Therefore entering is not required during the process. However, if customer safety 

requirements call for entering the tank atmosphere, KMT International Inc. may optionally provide such equipment. Depending on customer' safety 

requirements, nitrogen unit will guaranty oxygen levels below 6-8%.
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